Abstract: Consider the following version of the Hamming distance problem for ±1 vectors of length n: the promise is that the distance is either at least n 2 + √ n or at most n 2 − √ n, and the goal is to find out which of these two cases occurs. Woodruff (Proc. ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms, 2004) gave a linear lower bound for the randomized one-way communication complexity of this problem. In this note we give a simple proof of this result. Our proof uses a simple reduction from the indexing problem and avoids the VC-dimension arguments used in the previous paper. As shown by Woodruff (loc. cit.), this implies an Ω(1/ε 2 )-space lower bound for approximating frequency moments within a factor 1 + ε in the data stream model.
Introduction
The Hamming distance H(x, y) between two vectors x and y is defined to be the number of positions i such that x i = y i . Let GapHD denote the following promise problem: the input consists of ±1 vectors x and y of length n, together with the promise that either H(x, y) ≤ n 2 − √ n or H(x, y) ≥ n 2 + √ n, and the goal is to find out which of these two cases occurs. In the one-way communication model [6] , Alice gets x, Bob gets y and Alice sends a single message to Bob using which Bob outputs the desired answer.
We will also allow the protocols to be randomized in which case both Alice and Bob have access to a public random string, and the correct answer must be output with probability at least 2 /3. The cost of such a protocol is the maximum number of bits communicated by Alice over all inputs. The randomized one-way communication complexity of GapHD is the cost of the minimum-cost one-way protocol for GapHD.
Woodruff [11] showed a tight Ω(n) lower bound for GapHD and used it to obtain an Ω(1/ε 2 )-space lower bound for approximating frequency moments within a factor 1 + ε in the data stream model. In this note we show a simpler proof of the linear lower bound for GapHD; our proof uses an easy reduction from the indexing problem and avoids the VC-dimension arguments in [11] . We will present two different reductions: the first reduction uses Rademacher sums and the second reduction treats the indexing problem from a geometric viewpoint.
Subsequent to discussing our proof with Woodruff, he obtained [12] two alternative proofs of the Ω(n) lower bound for GapHD. The first proof [12, Section 4.3] is similar in spirit to ours, and presents a reduction from the indexing problem. The second proof [12, Section 4.4] establishes the Ω(n) lower bound for GapHD under the uniform product distribution of inputs, using combinatorial and informationtheoretic arguments. For the more general version of the gap Hamming problem where the goal is to distinguish between H(x, y) ≤ d and H(x, y) ≥ d(1 + ε), an algorithm of Kushilevitz, Ostrovsky, and Rabani [7] yields an O(1/ε 2 ) upper bound (independent of d). Finally, the multi-round randomized communication complexity of GapHD is still open; we conjecture an Ω(n) lower bound.
Main result
In this note we give a simple proof of the following result.
Theorem 1 (Woodruff) . The randomized one-way communication complexity of GapHD is linear in the length of the input.
Proof. We begin by recalling the indexing problem: Alice gets a set T ⊆ [n], Bob gets an element i ∈ [n], and the goal is to compute whether i ∈ T . We know that this has an Ω(n) lower bound in the one-way communication model (e. g., see [5] or [2] for a sharp bound in terms of the error probability; for completeness, we include a self-contained elementary proof of this result in Section 3). Let Alice's input be T ⊆ [n] and Bob's input be i ∈ [n]. Transform T to a vector u ∈ {−1, +1} n by setting u j = −1 if j ∈ T and u j = +1 if j ∈ T . Let e j denote the standard 0-1 basis vector corresponding to Bob's input.
Alice and Bob will use public randomness to realize an instance x, y ∈ {−1, +1} N of GapHD, for some N to be specified later, as follows. Pick N i.i.d. vectors r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N in R n where the distribution µ of each r k will be specified later. Define x k sgn( u, r k ) and y k sgn( e i , r k ) for all k. Since r k ∈ {−1, +1} n , we have sgn( e i , r k ) = r k i . Also note that
for some positive constant c > 0. We will use the following version of Chernoff's bound (e. g., see [8] ):
Chernoff's bound. Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N be N i.i.d. 0-1 random variables and X = ∑ N k=1 X k . Then
Set N = 4n/c 2 and ε = 1/ √ N. By Chernoff's bound, with probability at least 2 /3, we have that either
. Therefore, given a protocol for GapHD, we have a protocol for the indexing problem. Since the indexing problem has a linear lower bound and N = O(n), this proves the linear lower bound for GapHD.
We now establish (2.1) by giving two different proofs.
Rademacher sums: Assume that n is odd. Let µ be the uniform distribution over the vectors in {−1, +1} n and let r ∼ µ. Note that since both u and r are ±1 vectors and n is odd, u, r = 0. Write u, r = u i r i + w, where w ∑ j =i u j r j . Note that w is independent of r i . Fix a value for w; there are two cases to consider:
• If w = 0, then |w| ≥ 2 since w is a sum of an even number of ±1 values. Therefore, sgn( u, r ) = sgn(w), implying that
• If w = 0, then sgn( u, r ) = u i r i . Using the independence of w and r i , we obtain
Now w is the sum of n − 1 i.i.d. random variables each of which is distributed uniformly in {−1, +1}.
Since n is odd, assuming it is large enough, Pr[w = 0] ≥ c / √ n, for some constant c > 0 (by Stirling's formula). Combining this with (2.2) and (2.3), and letting c = c /2, we obtain (2.1).
Geometry:
The key idea is to view u and e i as vectors in Euclidean space and apply the inner product protocol given in [5] . This protocol uses the technique of [4] , which arose in the context of rounding the solution of a semi-definite program. For the sake of completeness, we sketch this argument. Define µ such that r ∼ µ is a uniformly chosen n-dimensional unit vector. Let r be the projection of r in the plane spanned by u and e i . Then by rotational symmetry, the direction of r is uniform in this plane. Ifû denotes the unit vector in the direction of u, then it follows 1 that Pr[sgn( u, r ) = r i ] = arccos( û, e i ) Remark. The geometric approach shown above uses an infinite amount of randomness which is not part of the standard model. However, the important point is that the space of inputs and messages are finite, therefore, the lower bounds for indexing and consequently for the GapHD will continue to hold. Alternatively, one can also prove the above bounds using finite amount of randomness by considering finite-precision versions of the random vectors (as was done in [5] ; see also [9] ).
Indexing lower bound
In this section, we present an elementary and self-contained proof of an Ω(n) lower bound on the randomized one-way communication complexity of the indexing problem. A more general result, involving the VC-dimension and shatter coefficients, appears in [5, 2] . The proof is intended to be elementary to present, and therefore, the constants are not chosen optimally. The proof borrows ideas from [3] ; the use of error-correcting codes for data stream lower bounds also appears in [1] . The indexing problem may also be thought of as a problem on strings: Alice is given a string x ∈ {0, 1} n and Bob is given an index i ∈ [n], and the goal is for Bob to learn x i , after receiving a single message from Alice. Alice and Bob are both allowed to be randomized. From the easy direction of Yao's min-max principle, it follows that if there is a randomized communication protocol that solves every instance of indexing with probability of error at most δ , then for any distribution µ on the inputs for indexing, there is a deterministic protocol that works correctly with probability at least 1 − δ when the inputs are chosen according to µ. Furthermore, if the randomized protocol is one-way, then so is the resulting deterministic protocol. The rest of this section presents an ensemble of distributions µ = µ(δ ) = {µ n } (for suitably large δ > 0) such that for some absolute constant ε > 0 and for sufficiently large n, in any deterministic communication protocol that works correctly on all but δ fraction of inputs from µ n , Alice must communicate at least εn bits to Bob.
An (n, d)-error correcting code is a collection C of strings in {0, 1} n such that for any distinct pair of strings x, y ∈ C, H(x, y) ≥ d, where H denotes the Hamming distance. It is well-known 2 that there are constants α > 0, ∆ > 0 such that for all sufficiently large n, there is an (n, ∆n)-error correcting code C n of size 2 αn . The distribution µ n we will use will pick a string x for Alice uniformly from the collection C n , and an index i ∈ [n] for Bob uniformly at random. Let 0 < δ ≤ ∆/4.
Let Π denote a deterministic one-way communication protocol that succeeds with probability at least 1 − δ when the inputs are drawn according to µ n , and in which the number of bits sent by Alice is at most c. Since Π is a one-way protocol, there is a pair of functions A : {0, 1} n −→ {0, 1} c and B : {0, 1} c × [n] −→ {0, 1} that describe the actions of Alice and Bob in the protocol Π. First note that if x = y, since H(x, y) ≥ 4δ n, under the uniform distribution of i ∈ [n], we have x i = y i with probability at least 4δ . Now suppose x, y ∈ C n , x = y, and A(x) = A(y) = z. Then, for at least 4δ n distinct values of i, B(z, i) agrees with precisely one of x i and y i ; equivalently, for at least 2δ n distinct values of i,
Since this is true for any pair of strings in C n that agree under the map A(·), it follows that for any z ∈ {0, 1} c , for all but one x satisfying A(x) = z, we have Pr i [Π(x, i) = x i ] ≥ 2δ . If the total error of the protocol under the distribution µ n is no more than δ , we have:
whence it follows that c > αn − 1.
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